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  Significantly reduced participation fee for those who now secure a place in the biggest sporting event in Cyprus. & nbsp;  
   
 
  With a 40% discount, those who decide now can secure their participation in the OPAP Limassol  Marathon to run in the biggest sporting event in Cyprus, which takes place March 23-24, 2019, for the 13th consecutive year. In practice, this means that someone who will run the 42,196-meter marathon will be able to do so by paying only € 36, as normally the participation fee is € 60. Respectively, the price for the Half Marathon is set at € 27, while for the Petrolina Energy Road 10km and for the 5km Road the cost is only € 18. These prices are valid for registrations until September 30, 2018. 
  
 
  "There are already several registrations - especially from abroad - as many have decided to run in Limassol in March. The special prices are an additional incentive for those who will take part in the OPAP Limassol Marathon  of 2019, in order to secure a place from now on and benefit from a significant discount "notes the Race Director of the event Mr. Konstantinos Kivittis. 
 < div style = "text-align: justify;"> 
 
  In addition to simple participation, those interested can choose between two participation packages, the # RunLimassol and & nbsp; #RunLimassolPlus. The first includes the official race t-shirt of the event, while the second includes additional accommodation in a hotel, entrance to the pasta party which takes place on the eve of the race, transfer to and from the starting point, professional photo of the athlete at the finish and delivery race pack at the hotel. 
  
 
  OPAP Limassol  Marathon is the largest Cyprus sporting event in which about 15,000 runners of all ages took part in 2018. In the last two events there was a significant increase in the number of runners from abroad who take part in the racing roads and which now amounts to 1,500, with the result that the OPAP Limassol  Marathon contributes more than any other to attracting visitors who fall into the category of sports tourism. / div>  
 
  More information and participation statements at & nbsp; [bookmark:  ] www.limassolmarathon.com  
[bookmark:  ] 
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								Organised by [image: logo]
								Fully accredited by AIMS, the OPAP Limassol Marathon is a flat course which follows the Mediterranean coastline. From the centre of the city, along the beachfront, to the ruins of the ancient Royal city of Amathus, and back to the city. 42.195 kilometres. 26.2188 miles. 26.2188 smiles.
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				Cookies are tiny text files stored on your computer when you visit certain web pages, which we use to keep track of what you have in your basket, and to remember you when you return to our site. So what are they and why do we use them?
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		Please note that we're not responsible for the content of external websites.
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		To make full use of the online shopping and personalised features on our website, your computer, tablet or mobile phone will need to accept cookies, as we can only provide you with certain personalised features of this website by using them.

		Our cookies don't store sensitive information such as your name, address or payment details: they simply hold the 'key' that, once you're signed in, is associated with this information. However, if you'd prefer to restrict, block or delete cookies from our website, or any other website, you can use your browser to do this. Each browser is different, so check the 'Help' menu of your particular browser (or your mobile phone's handset manual) to learn how to change your cookie preferences.
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